Edmond J Safra Center
Biomedical Informatics
Entrepreneurs Salon

In partnership with Harvard’s Biomedical
Informatics Entrepreneurs Salon

A monthly forum to promote entrepreneurship at the convergence of biology, medicine, and computing. In addition to hearing industry leaders speak, participants will have the chance to look for collaborators, employees, advisors, customers, or investors.

DECEMBER 12, 2018

CAPSULE, THE PORTER SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BUILDING, TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY

17:15-17:30 GATHERING
17:30-18:00 TALK
18:00-18:30 Q&A
18:30-19:00 RECEPTION

Speaker:
Dr Mor Amitai
CTO iCarbonX (Israel)
CEO Imagu Vision
Former CEO/President of Compugen

Title: Personalized healthcare: challenges in joining biology, medicine, and computing

ENTRANCE IS FREE BUT REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED DUE TO LIMITED SPACE: HTTP://SAFRA.SHEPP.CO

PARKING THROUGH GATE 14, TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY, CODE NO. 1134820 MUST BE MENTIONED.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
PROF NOAM SHOMRON (CHAIR, TAU)
DR DAPHNA LAIFENFELD (IBEX)
MS RINA SHAINSKI (DUALITY TECHNOLOGIES)
PROF RON SHAMIR (TAU)
IDDO WEINER (TAU)
ASSISTANT: GILIT ZOHAR-OREN (TAU)

Contact: safrabio@post.tau.ac.il